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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which file(s) does an IBM Tivoli Endpoint Manager (TEM) client
need to download as part of an action to migrate from one TEM
server to another?
A. License certificate of the old TEM server and license
certificate of the new TEM server
B. New TEM server master operator private key files
C. License certificate of the new TEM server only
D. Action Site Masthead of the new TEM server only
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2

A cloud administrator is considering deep packet inspection to
secure the cloud infrastructure. Which three statements about
DPI are true? (Choose three.)
A. DPI is essential in protecting the cloud against malicious
threats such as web exploits, zeroday attacks, data
exfiltration, and malware-based botnets.
B. DPI can increase computer speed because it decreases the
burden on the processor.
C. DPI is an advanced method of packet filtering that functions
at the application layer of the OSI.
D. DPI does not require updates and revisions to remain
optimally effective.
E. DPI examines only packet headers.
F. The use of DPI makes it possible to find, identify,
classify, reroute, or block packets with specific data or code
payloads.
Answer: A,C,F

NEW QUESTION: 3
Universal Container is creating a custom VF page to allow user
to edit contact records. The developer has used an
apex:outputField for the Phone field on the contact obj. What
is the expected behavior if a user without FLS accesses the VF
page?
A. The user encounters an error while saving the record
B. The output field is visible to user
C. The field is automatically removed from the page
D. The user is able to enter a value into the phone field
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The backups server connects to a NAS device using block-level
storage over Ethernet. The performance
is very slow, however, and the network technician suspects the
performance issues are network related.
Which of the following should the technician do to improve
performance?
A. Turn off MDIX settings on the NAS and server switchports
B. Encapsulate the storage traffic in a GRE tunnel
C. Utilize UDP to eliminate packet overhead
D. Enable jumbo frames on the NAS and server
Answer: D
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